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Seatilicious! 

Wunderlich`s stylish seat for the R nineT

With his R nine T Wunderlich, the motorcycle specialist, has 
created a beautiful cafe racer. The roadster is equipped with 
a dark brown real leather seat, an integrated, unobtrusive rear 
light and blinkers. Not least because of the great demand, the 
company has decided to offer this seat for sale.  

This one-piece, laboriously-crafted vehicle seat comes in two 
designs-in fine, brown real leather as mounted at the cafe 
racer and in a black faux leather version. Both variations are 
equipped with a deep-drawn shell made of high-strength, ther-
moplastic synthetic and a handmade multi-layer design. They 
are absolutely suitable for long distances because of their fine, 
non-slip support and optimal weight distribution over the entire 
seat. The hard-wearing, robust faux leather cover convinces 
as well as the dyed, breathable nappa leather cover. Visually, 
the seats sparkle with their perfect construction and their light 
seams. 

The original rear light and blinker of the R nineT are not suitable 
with the Wunderlich seat and have to be replaced. The “Devil’s 
Eye” back light, integrated into the seat, as well as the “Cube” 
blinker, are very discreet, but surprisingly bright. Each costs 
99.90 Euros. The remodelling must finally be completed with 
a license plate holder from the Wunderlich stock; for example, 
with a stylish swinging license plate holder for 249 Euros.

The definitely most beautiful seat for the R nineT is of course 
made in Germany, comes with a complete fitting kit and costs 
899 Euros for the real leather version and 799 Euros for the 
faux leather version. 
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R nineT real leather seat (brown)

R nineT faux leather seat (black)
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Assembly with sidewise license plate holder Assembly with swinging license plate holder 
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Very bright "Cube" blinker Devil's Eye LED rear light
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R nineT faux leather seat (black) with attachment kit Devil's Eye LED rear light flange configuration 
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